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Introduction
The HR Challenge in Retail

The traditional manual-based process of onboarding and 
training new employees can be time-consuming, expensive 
and extremely frustrating for retail recruiters. 

If your business is prone to a high turnover of staff (which 
many retail businesses are) you are continuously 
expending substantial cost and effort on hiring, training 
and onboarding new employees. 

The seasonal nature of retail sales means large volumes of 
temporary staff need onboarding and training to the very 
high industry compliance standards. 

Proof of certification needs to be provided, results 
validated and the associated training records available for 
audit at a moments notice.

Instructor-led training, out-dated instructional videos, hard 
copy staff handbooks and company policy documents are 
not the most effective way to engage, store or validate the 
learning of your retail employees either. 

For businesses with multiple branches or locations, there 
is also the high cost and extreme hassle of trying to 
organise individual site training or trying to coordinate a 
training day at a centralised location.

But thankfully there is a solution…

Digital transformation is all around us and elearning is 
proving to be an extremely cost-effective alternative to 
traditional training and onboarding. Large scale retailers 
who have adopted eLearning systems are now saving up to 
80% when compared with traditional face-to-face 
training methods.
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01How to Cost-effectively 
Accelerate your Training & 
Induction Process 
“Mobility sets learning free and we can now learn virtually 
anything, anywhere and at anytime boosting efficiency”
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1
Cost Effective 
e-Learning While mobile learning is not a new thing, there 

are several factors driving renewed interest in 
its efficiency. 

Most of your employees own a mobile 
smartphone or tablet, meaning a shift to online 
training is an extremely sensible solution for 
your business.
 
It’s a cost-saving strategy that can be applied 
in retail, a sector that has a need to engage in 
large annual recruitment and training drives for 
seasonal staff.

Having recognised its value in today’s 
ultra-connected retail environment and the 
efficiencies that it brings, many boards of 
management are now committed to funding 
mobility drives, eLearning initiatives and 
training programs.

The initial challenge for these organisations 
was figuring out how best to incorporate mobile 
training into their overall eLearning strategy and 
how best to deliver it.

Learning management systems have long 
provided large multi-location outlets with the 
capabilities to deliver retail onboarding, 
training, induction, and compliance anytime, 
anywhere, on any platform, on demand and 
most of all, when it’s required.

A cloud-based learning management system is 
the key element in implementing this strategy. It 
delivers, tracks, supports, optimises and 
manages the mobile training initiative 
end-to-end from administrator to eLearner.
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2
Why Choose 
e-Learning?
Almost everyone today has a smartphone or 
tablet, and this includes most of your 
workforce. Today’s mobile-driven environment 
means that people and employees are always 
connected to one another and to the 
workplace. This phenomenon is only expected 
to grow as smart watches, smart glasses, or 
other wearable tech becomes more ubiquitous.

This is great news for learning and development 
managers, as reports have stated that between 
67% – 81% of people prefer to use mobile 
devices for learning.

Many of today’s learning management systems 
facilitate agile learning and through mobile 
learning deployment, an employee has access 
to company training content, courses, and 
certification.

Learning mobility permits all employees to 
access training material without being tethered 
to the home or office. It also allows employees 
to effectively manage the time they choose to 
devote to training. Using their mobile 
devices, staff who are on the move can 
squeeze in learning while commuting or waiting 
in line at the bank.
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3
Continuous Learning & Engagement
Many large retail outlets tend to have multiple branches in multiple locations and even 
sometimes even in different countries. However, regardless of the work location all 
employees should have equal access to the status of their training courses, 
compliance deadlines, certificates and certification expiration.

An LMS can be configured to automatically send email notifications keeping all 
learners informed of their training progress whether they are on the retail sales floor, 
out on a delivery or even away on holiday.

Here are some tips when including employee notifications into your mobile strategy:

Make sure emails are targeted at relevant users who require notification and not 
automatically sent to everyone.

Use email notifications sparingly. Otherwise, they become part of the noise and 
will be ignored.

Email can be a powerful microlearning reinforcement tool. Use them to help 
workers overcome the forgetting curve by delivering small pieces of learning on a 
regular schedule.

Send an email on the day before an event to have employees confirm their 
attendance.

Don’t forget manager notifications e.g. certifications that are about to expire, 
users failing a course, users successfully completing a course or users missing a 
training deadline.
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4
e-Learning Programs are Efficient

Although technology is continuously changing, it looks like mobile is here to stay.

Retail managers can confidently incorporate the power of the smartphone into their 
business strategy and training initiatives, by encouraging staff to get involved to take 
advantage of all the benefits that mobile learning and online training has to offer a 
business.

Using an LMS to deliver training is extremely cost-effective for multi-branch retail 
operations. 

Retail workers can easily interact with their training content anytime, anywhere and it’s 
easy for managers to assign users to course material while tracking, monitoring and 
capturing every individual employee result in real-time to a database of audit ready 
training records.

Think about it this way, you already have two pieces of the puzzle you need to 
implement a cost-effective mobile training strategy.

You have the training information that is needed to keep your business compliant 
with training standards. 

Employees have the technology to immediately retrieve and take the training in 
their pocket.

Now all you need is the LMS to bring your mobile training strategy to life.
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02
How to Manage Staff Training 
over Multiple Locations
“Timeliness, proximity, versatility – e-Learning plays a critical 
role in helping retailers meet the demands of these 
measures”
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1
Content 
distribution is 
key

For businesses with employees distributed over 
multiple branches or locations, implementing 
fast, efficient training can be a seasonal 
necessity and also extremely challenging. It’s 
probably the main reason for the rapid growth 
in the delivery of online training programs.

According to a survey conducted by Optimum 
Results, 70% of the responding workers said 
they didn’t receive staff training or onboarding 
when they started and weren’t fully engaged in 
their jobs.

If you take 70% of employees in one retail store, 
that’s far too many who are unengaged. If your 
company operates across multiple locations, 
that’s hundreds or maybe even thousands of 
employees which is simply bad for business.

Without a centralised repository of data:

How can you confirm that all employees 
across multiple locations are learning the 
same things at the same level of 
proficiency?

How can you confirm that your brand and 
quality standards are being communicated 
correctly and maintained at the same levels 
across different locations?

The only way to make these things happen in 
a cost-effective, timely manner is choosing to 
implement your staff training program using an 
LMS or learning management system.
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2
e-Learning 
and Mobile 
Content 
delivery

Many retail businesses are now incorporating 
mobile technology into their employee training 
programs. 

Content, such as eLearning modules and video 
content is made available on mobile devices 
and is more easily accepted and consumed by 
young digital-savvy employees.

But there are many other compelling reasons 
why so many companies are turning to 
eLearning:

It’s extremely cost-effective and studies 
show 80% of training is taken outside 
work hours.

It ensures service level consistency and 
maintains standards across multiple 
locations.

It’s a scalable solution that and can be 
driven from a centralised location.

It’s proven to be a very effective form of 
training and is more engaging than 
traditional face-to-face classroom 
method.

Delivering training using LMS has shown huge 
savings on training materials. Instead of 
printing, shipping, and storing physical content 
across multiple locations, digital content can 
be simply imported to the LMS and assigned to 
the relevant employees who are then notified at 
the relevant locations. 

The eLearning content then be taken on the 
employees mobile device at a fraction of the 
cost to the company.
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3
Maintaining 

Service Levels 
& Standards

Another reason for implementing online training 
initiatives across multiple locations is ensuring 
service level consistency between outlets. 

For example, a new food menu item added to a 
nationwide franchise or restaurant chain needs 
to be prepared and presented in the same 
delicious way in one location as it is at another. 
It’s what the food franchise model is built upon. 

The same applies to retail. Customers will not 
be happy if the level of stock, range of sizes, 
pricing or choice of fashion lines is unavailable 
or not being carried consistently across 
locations, it could reflect negatively on the 
other stores in the retail chain. 

Remember, with so much choice on offer in the 
retail sector, consumers value and prefer 
consistency across store locations.

With the rise in online training employees now 
have instant access to the relevant training 
modules that directly relate to their job 
description. They can learn the correct stock 
rotation frequency, price points, or even food 
preparation procedures through their mobile. 

Using LMS the relevant training content can 
be delivered to the related staff member in the 
relevant store and it can be validated that the 
training was effectively undertaken, learned and 
understood.
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4
Program 
Feedback & 
Collaboration

With potentially hundreds of employees across 
multiple branches or locations learning the 
same content, there undoubtedly will be 
different opinions and interpretation of the 
training content.

Interactive eLearning solutions can record this 
feedback to improve the training experience. 
Results can be delivered not only back to the 
corporate headquarters, but also to the 
management at other stores.

If part of training isn’t quite working at one 
location, employees at another location may 
have the solution. That way, your workforce 
is creating its own best practices. Because 
changes to mobile-based training content are 
easy to make, updates can be quickly sent to 
the appropriate employees across an entire 
company.

This level of collaboration eliminates a lot of the 
red tape encountered, streamlines the training 
process as well as empowering workers to 
embrace and be part of the process instead of 
just another cog in the machine.
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03
Employee Training, Induction 
& Compliance – The Benefits
“Technology is enabling our need to be more mobile. We 
want to ensure that our learning matches our lifestyle”
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1
Digital 

(not paper) 
Documentation 

Retail companies invest significantly (both in 
terms of time and money) on the recruitment of 
seasonal staff, particularly around Christmas 
time. 

The employee induction and training phase 
plays a key role when trying to efficiently get 
vast amounts of new employees compliant, 
trained and up to speed.

Gone are the days when there was time for 
manual or classroom inductions and the 
on-boarding phase was a 2-3-day long ordeal.

With modern technology, induction goes one 
step beyond and engages new hires before 
they even set foot in the door on day one.

LMS are used to deliver digital versions of staff 
handbooks, company policy, contracts and 
standard operating procedures.

This can generate employee enthusiasm for 
their new role ensuring they remain engaged 
and contribute to the bottom line faster.
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2
Fast & 
Efficient 
Induction 
Process Implementing a digital solution like a 

cloud-hosted eLearning platform radically 
improves the employee induction process. 

As well as providing tangible time-saving 
benefits, the LMS affords greater visibility and 
control to the HR manager.

This ‘digital’ approach removes the 
administrative headaches of high-volume 
seasonal onboarding projects and reduces 
both time and errors.

The LMS provides a centralised database 
containing all the relevant induction information 
e.g. welcome documentation, standard 
operating procedures, staff handbook, contract 
and compliance documentation etc. The system 
provides total visibility for both the hiring team 
and the new starter.

80% of retail employees have said that they 
would have settled in quicker had there been a 
better induction process. 

Through using an LMS, important 
documentation and necessary pre-reading can 
be sent ahead of the start day so new starts 
and HR both know what needs to be completed 
and most importantly have a database record 
when it has been completed.
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3
Ensure Full 
Compliance

Due to the fact that compliance training is 
mandatory and often legally enforced, it 
demands a more formal process than other 
learning and development activities.

LMS can manage the delivery of course 
content and reporting making the completion of 
compulsory training easier. 

Without an LMS, it can be hard to validate 
which courses have been completed and by 
which employee. But when you use this system 
it’s been proven to result in better completion 
rates and saves the business valuable time and 
money when compared to inefficient processes.

Here are just 5 ways an LMS can help you to 
meet your compliance needs:

Timely course content delivery
Assessment
Reporting
Recertification
Notifications and reminders

These 5 LMS features remove the manual work 
and headaches out of delivering compliance 
training for new and existing employees. 

The LMS also provides you with a database of 
fully auditable training records meaning you 
never have to worry about compliance again.
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4
Reduce Costs 
& Track user
Performance 

An LMS provides you with the opportunity to 
reduce training instructor costs and printed 
materials. By digitally delivering training it 
means you can save a sizable sum on your 
Learning and Development budget which can 
be invested in other areas of the business. 

You no longer have to worry about printing and 
binding training manuals or booking space for 
training because all the information you need is 
contained within the LMS and delivered directly 
to each individual to access when and where 
they want to.

An LMS provides training managers with the 
ability to keep track of learner progress, 
ensuring that employees are achieving their 
training goals. 

Many of these systems feature powerful 
reporting and analytics tools that allow you to 
pinpoint areas of your staff training program 
that may be lacking.

If you discover that your employees are 
struggling to achieve certification on a training 
module, you can assess the module content 
and easily make the necessary modifications.

Reporting functionality allows you to drill-down 
by location and by user allowing you to quickly 
identify knowledge or compliance gaps in the 
business.
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Conclusion
Streamline your Training Process

It can’t be stressed enough that the secret to efficient 
employee induction, training and onboarding is through 
using an LMS. 

You can train hundreds or even thousands of high turnover 
and seasonal staff across multiple locations in the blink of 
an eye and it’s extremely cost-effective. 

By automating employee onboarding and training 
programs you can introduce your new hires to your 
company’s culture, standard operating procedures and 
policies while making them feel more welcome and getting 
them up to speed and productive much faster.

LMS implementation not only speeds up the overall 
induction and training process but it provides full 
efficiency, visibility, control and compliance to the HR team 
so nothing gets overlooked.

So ask yourself this question, why should I continue to use 
traditional methods of training when I can train employees 
much faster, more efficiently and at a much lower cost?

Check out the following page and kick-start the digital 
transformation of your training process today.
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04The Retail LMS Provider
SeamsCloud developed a robust learning management 
system that can help retailers implement effective eLearning 
and training strategies. 

The LMS provides rapid deployment of onboarding, induction 
and training content, and has an intuitive user interface that 
includes extensive reporting and auditing functionality.

The SeamsCloud LMS is hosted in the cloud so retail 
employees can access training material from any location and 
on any device.

At SeamsCloud we can offer off-the-shelf training content that 
can be purchased as an add on or we can create the 
bespoke content you require. 

Find out more about SeamsCloud LMS at
www.seamscloud.com

Selection of SeamCloud LMS clients

http://page.seamscloud.com/retail-solution


Contact Details: 

The Business Centre  

Blackthorn Business Park  

Coe’s Road  

Dundalk  

Co Louth  

A91 E03R 

Email: info@seamscloud.com  

Phone: +353 42 93 33033

SeamsCloud is brought to you by Optimum Results


	Request a Demo: 


